Small-Scale Intraslab Heterogeneity Weakens Into the Mantle Transition Zone
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Abstract Small-scale intraslab heterogeneity is well documented seismically in multiple subduction zones, but its nature remains elusive. Previous efforts have been mostly focusing on the scattering strength at intermediate depth (<350 km), without constraining its evolution as a function of depth. Here, we illustrate that the inter-source interferometry method, which turns deep earthquakes into virtual receivers, can resolve small-scale intraslab heterogeneity in the mantle transition zone. The interferometric waveform observations in the Japan subduction zone require weak scattering (<1.0%) within the slab below 410 km. Combining with previous studies that suggest high heterogeneity level (~2.5%) at intermediate depth, we conclude that the small-scale intraslab heterogeneity weakens as slabs subduct. We suggest that the heterogeneities are caused by intraslab hydrous minerals, and the decrease in their scattering strength with depth reveals processes associated with dehydration of subducting slabs.

Plain Language Summary Deep earthquakes often generate surprisingly lengthy surface shaking, due to wave trapping and guiding along laminar small-scale scatterers within subducting slabs. The nature of these scatterers is not well understood, although they have been observed in multiple subduction zones above 350 km. Here, by turning some deep earthquakes into virtual sensors closer to our target, we find that the small-scale scatterers within the slab core fade substantially as slab subducts, from ~2.5% above 350 km to <1% below 410 km. The fading signal suggests that the scatterers are caused by heterogeneous hydration of the slab in the outer rise that decreases as the slab core dehydrates.

1. Introduction

Multiscale seismic structures of subducting slabs provide fundamental constraints on the slab thermal and petrological properties. Extensive investigations have been conducted on the large- (>100 km) and intermediate-scale (10–100 km) slab structures. For example, subducting plates imaged from tomographic models are characterized as large-scale high-velocity anomalies descending into the mantle with complicated destinies (e.g., Fukao & Obayashi, 2013; Goes et al., 2017; Li et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2019; Ritsema et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2012; Zhao, 2004). These high velocities are thought to be primarily temperature controlled and thus can be used to constrain the thermal-petrological state of the slab core (Cammarano et al., 2003; Zhan et al., 2014). On the intermediate scale, deterministic seismic waveform modeling suggests that distinct oceanic crusts remain to a depth of ~150 km globally with a velocity reduction up to 15%, implying a vigorous slab hydration process along the top of subducting plates (Abers, 2000; Abers et al., 2003; Garth & Rietbrock, 2014b, 2017; Omori et al., 2004; Savage, 2012). As another example of an intermediate-scale slab structure, low-velocity metastable olivine wedge (MOW), which consists of low-pressure olivine polymorphs within a cold slab in the mantle transition zone (MTZ), has been confirmed beneath the Japan Sea (Idaoka & Suitsugu, 1992). The recently revealed dimension of MOW supports transformational faulting as the initial mechanism of deep-focus earthquakes and a dry slab core (Shen & Zhan, 2020; Zhan, 2020).

In contrast to studies on the large and intermediate scales, small-scale (<10 km) slab structures have been mostly studied by stochastically modeling high-frequency scattered waves. To explain the high-frequency coda of long duration and large amplitude along the Japan trench from deep earthquakes, Furumura and Kennett (2005) proposed a laminar intraslab heterogeneity model after ruling out slab attenuation and hydrous oceanic crust as possible causes. The intraslab scatterers are described by a Von-Kármán distribution with a downdip correlation wavelength of 10 and 0.5 km in thickness with a velocity fluctuation of 2.5%. Since then, a similar heterogeneity level at intermediate depth (<350 km) has been suggested in a few other old subducting plates (Furumura & Kennett, 2008; Sun et al., 2014). Such stochastic structure is conjectured...
to represent melt-rich shear bands or channels which initially formed near the mid-ocean ridge, preserved during the thickening of the oceanic plate and aligned to the relative shear mantle flow (Sun et al., 2014). Alternatively, Garth and Rietbrock (2014b) attributed the extended $P$ wave coda to an elongated intraslab heterogeneity model oriented with an angle similar to the fault angles at the outer rise. In this manner, the fine-scale structures are associated with serpentinitized faults that can penetrate deeper in the slab due to unbending forces and cycle a great amount of water into the mantle. Yet, given the limited seismological observations at intermediate depth range, there is no broadly accepted petrological understanding for the small-scale intraslab heterogeneity.

To interrogate the nature of these elongated scatterers, it may help to unveil their fate at larger depth using seismic scattering strength as an indicator. For example, the small-scale scatterers can be much weaker at depth due to the slab dehydration if they are located along (previously) hydrated faults. However, compared to intermediate depth, seismic signatures of intraslab heterogeneity in the MTZ are difficult to separate from the waveform complexities caused by the shallower slab, lithospheric, and crustal scattering (Chen et al., 2007), as well as deep slab structure MOW (Furumura et al., 2016). To address this challenge, we incorporate the MOW model from Shen and Zhan (2020) (hereafter referred as SZ20) and investigate intraslab heterogeneity using an inter-source interferometry method which has been shown effective in isolating deep slab signals. In this paper, we first validate the inter-source interferometry technique for small-scale intraslab heterogeneity with numerical simulations. Then, to explain the interferometric observations, we invoke different intraslab heterogeneity models in the MTZ beneath the Japan Sea. Combining previous studies for the intermediate depth range, we suggest that the intraslab scattering level decreases with depth and correlates with the process associated with slab dehydration.

2. Deep Slab Model for Inter-source Interferometry

Inter-receiver interferometry has been widely used to reconstruct the Green’s function between receiver pairs given a diffusive seismic wavefield (Campillo & Paul, 2003; Shapiro et al., 2005). Similarly, due to the reciprocity theorem that interchanges the receivers and sources, the inter-source interferometry synthesizes the transient strain triggered by passing seismic waves from one source to the other (Curtis et al., 2009). This is as if we convert one of the earthquakes into a virtual “seismometer” and record the other event. The inter-source interferometry method has succeeded in retrieving the seismic response between earthquakes in both global (Curtis et al., 2009) and regional scales (Eulenfeld, 2020; Tonegawa & Nishida, 2010), providing unprecedented resolution in revealing the source-side velocity structure. In particular, for the subducting slab scenario, this novel approach can isolate the deep slab from shallow lithospheric structures by cross-correlating coda waves from deep earthquakes at common stations. Previously, with Hi-net data, SZ20 found that the inter-source interferometric waveforms from six deep earthquake pairs present coherent negative pulses at long period (0.2–2 Hz) while vary sharply at shorter period (0.2–5 Hz; Figure 1). After ruling out errors in the focal mechanism and signals related to the subducting crust, they confirmed the existence of MOW beneath the Japan Sea ~30-km thick at 410-km depth and gradually thinning to a depth of at least 580 km with a velocity reduction of 5% for $P$ wave and 7% for $S$ wave (Figure 1a).

Building on the SZ20 result, we construct the slab profile initially from a thermal model tuned for the Japan subduction zone (Moresi et al., 2007; Sdrolias & Müller, 2006) and implement a MOW delineated by a temperature contour of $T_{MOW} = 664^\circ$C within the slab below 410 km. To describe the small-scale heterogeneity, we adopt the Von-Kármán type autocorrelation function (ACF) given as (Sato et al., 2012)

$$P(k_x, k_z) = \frac{4\pi \kappa \varepsilon^2 a_x a_z}{1 + (a_x^2 k_x^2 + a_z^2 k_z^2)^{\kappa+1}}$$

(1)

where $P$ is the power spectral density function and $\kappa$ is the Hurst exponent set as 0.5 in this study. $k_i$ is the wavenumber in $i$th direction, $\varepsilon$ is the mean square fractional fluctuation, and $a_x$ and $a_z$ are the correlation distances in the orthogonal $x$ (slab-parallel) and $z$ (slab-normal) components, respectively. Note that the Von-Kármán type ACF is designed to describe a turbid scenario enriching short-scale components using a few parameters and thus cannot capture the full range of heterogeneity effects that may be present in the slab. To produce realistic coda on the surface stations, we incorporate isotropic heterogeneity with $a_x = a_z = 10$ km
and ε = 2.0% in the lithosphere (<210 km) and laminar intraslab scatterers with \( \alpha_x = 10 \text{ km} \), \( \alpha_z = 0.5 \text{ km} \), and \( \varepsilon = 2.5\% \) at intermediate depth (70–350 km) following Furumura and Kennett (2005).

Guided by previous small-scale scatter studies for intermediate depths, we test a variety of intraslab heterogeneity models below 410 km. The heterogeneity models are simultaneously superimposed on our background \( P \) and \( S \) wave velocities and densities of the subducting slab and can be generally categorized into two groups (Melt-type and Fault-type) with different combinations of ACF parameters and the orientation of elongation (apparent dipping angle to the slab surface; Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). Melt-type models: slab-parallel scatterers with \( \alpha_x = 10 \text{ km} \), \( \alpha_z = 0.5 \text{ km} \), and a set of heterogeneity level \( \varepsilon \) ranging from 0.0% to 2.5% with an interval of 0.5% (Furumura & Kennett, 2005), which are referred to as Melt_constant models. We also linearly increase \( \varepsilon \) from the slab surface (0.5%) to the bottom (2.5%), termed the Melt_basal model. This strong basal heterogeneity model is proposed to resolve a discrepancy between seismological and experimental observations (Kennett & Furumura, 2015). Fault-type models: elongated scatterers with a dipping angle of 25° to the slab surface, \( \alpha_x = 10 \text{ km} \), \( \alpha_z = 0.5 \text{ km} \), and a set of constant heterogeneity level \( \varepsilon \) ranging from 0.0% to 2.5% with an interval of 0.5% (Garth & Rietbrock, 2014b), referred to as Fault_constant models. Once the slab model is set up, we simulate the seismic wavefield using a fully elastic GPU-based two-dimensional finite difference code (Li et al., 2014). With a grid spacing of 75 m and time steps of 0.001 s, the synthetic seismograms are accurate for frequencies up to 6 Hz.

3. Synthetic Test

With synthetic seismograms, we proceed to first validate the inter-source interferometry for small-scale intraslab scatterers. Figure 2a shows the 0.2–2 Hz benchmark result for the Melt_constant1.0 model (\( \varepsilon = 1.0\% \)) with earthquake pair D1–S1. The coda wave cross correlations of individual stations present coherent negative pulses at a constant arrival time (\( \sim 54 \text{ s} \)), suggesting a diffuse coda wavefield in the stationary phase zone. The negative polarity of the 2 Hz cross correlations, as demonstrated from SZ20, is the result of \( P \) wave reverberations within the low-velocity MOW. By averaging over all the cross correlations, the stacked interferometric waveform matches the directly simulated \( P \) wave strain seismograms from source D1 to virtual receiver S1 (Figure 2a, top panel). Following the same procedure, we also compare the stacked cross correlations to theoretical strain waveforms for other intraslab heterogeneity models. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1, the inter-source interferometry recovers the strain Green's function well at both 0.2–2 and 0.2–5 Hz in all scenarios, validating the applicability of inter-source interferometry for scattering slabs. Intriguingly, regardless of the type of intraslab heterogeneity, the long period (0.2–2 Hz)
interferometric waveforms do not differ substantially in waveform shape, confirming that the MOW (the controlling factor in this frequency band) is required to fit the inter-source interferometric observations in Japan (Figure 1b; Shen & Zhan, 2020). Moreover, the arrival time differences among all the 0.2–2 Hz interferometric signals are less than 0.2 s, which is within the earthquake location uncertainty. Hence, we solely focus on interpreting the waveform shape in this study. In contrast, the intraslab heterogeneity level \( \varepsilon \) strongly affects the high-frequency (0.2–5 Hz) waveforms. For instance, weak scattering models (e.g., Melt_constant0.5) present simple pulses, whereas strong scattering cases (e.g., Melt_constant2.5) exhibit lengthy wave trains (Figure 2c). Compared to Melt models, the Fault-type models show similar waveform variations but less complicated for the heterogeneity level \( \varepsilon \) larger than 1.5% (Figure S1b in Supporting Information S1). This is probably because the dipping configuration of laminate scatterers is less effective in trapping the high-frequency signals along the raypath from D1 to S1. Overall, the elongated small-scale heterogeneity acts as a frequency selective waveform modulator that weakly perturbs the low frequency but efficiently channels the high-frequency energy, which is consistent with previous seismic observations (Furumura & Kennett, 2005). Therefore, the 5 Hz interferometric waveforms are crucial to constrain the small-scale intraslab heterogeneity in MTZ.

4. Result

Having shown the sensitivity of inter-source interferometry to small-scale intraslab scatterers, we compute the synthetic seismograms of all six deep earthquake pairs for different heterogeneity models (Figure 3 and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1) and compare them to the interferometric waveforms obtained by SZ20. Similar to the benchmark tests above, the high-frequency strain waveform complexity of D1-S1 pair correlates with the scattering strength \( \varepsilon \) for the Melt-type models but shows little dependencies on heterogeneity level of the Fault-type models (Figure 3a). Even so, the simple waveforms for strong Fault-type scattering cases contradict the observations with nearly opposite waveform shapes. As for the D1-S2 and D1-S3 pairs, both Melt- and Fault-type models with large \( \varepsilon \) introduce lengthy coda or secondary arrivals at 5 Hz, failing to capture the interferometric observations which exhibit “W-shape” waveforms (two negative wiggles preceding a positive one; Figures 3b and 3c). Note that the Melt_constant1.0/1.5 and Melt_basal models yield better fit to the D1-S3 observation than the Melt_constant0.5 case but perform worse for D1-S1/S2 and D2-S1 pairs (Figure 3 and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). Thus, in general, increasing...
In fact, because of the stochastic nature of small-scale scatterers, the 5 Hz waveforms can vary substantially in a set of realizations of the same intraslab heterogeneity types with $\varepsilon > 1.5\%$ (Figure S3 in Supporting Information). To statistically quantify the effect of random media on the waveform fitting, we conduct 100 realizations for each intraslab heterogeneity type. In each realization, we cross correlate the synthetics with observed interferometric waveforms in a 6-s time window and average the six cross-correlation coefficients (cc) by signal to noise ratios to represent the similarity between observations and simulations. For each intraslab heterogeneity type, the distribution of averaged cc can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution (Figure S4 in Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 3d, the mean value of averaged cc slightly drops from 0.88 ($\varepsilon = 0.0\%$) to 0.80 ($\varepsilon = 2.5\%$) at 0.2–2 Hz for both Melt- and Fault-type models. Whereas the averaged cc for 0.2–5 Hz starts at a lower value of 0.65 possibly due to elevated observational noise level and decreases dramatically to 0.46 and 0.30 for the Fault_constant2.5 and Melt_constant2.5 models, respectively. The performance of the Melt_basal case falls between the Melt_constant1.0 and Melt_constant1.5. Due to the slab-parallel raypaths of the six earthquake pairs (Figure 1), the 5 Hz waveforms are more sensitive to the Melt-type models than the Fault-type models. By defining a cc threshold value of 0.6 that corresponds
to a 10% fit reduction from the non-scattering model, we assess the probability of achieving the proper wave-
form fit to observations for each intraslab heterogeneity type. The resulting probability reduces abruptly to
less than 10% when ε is larger than 1.0% and 1.5% for the Melt- and Fault-type, respectively (Figure S5 in
Supporting Information S1), rejecting the strong scattering model at depth. Moreover, the probability of
Melt_constant0.5 and Fault_constant1.0 models does not exceed 30% (Figure S5 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1), thus the upper bound of the intraslab heterogeneity level below 410 km is probably less than 0.5%
and 1.0% for the Melt- and Fault-type models, respectively.

5. Discussion
5.1. Reduced Intraslab Scattering at Depth
In this study, we are restricted to 2D simulations because of the computational cost for 3D. Generally, 2D
simulation of seismic wave propagation shows different features of the 3D case due to differences in Green's
function and geometrical spreading. Nevertheless, the seismic wavefield in our 2D simulations is mostly
trapped waves within the MOW and scatterers. Previous studies of high-frequency waves show that dif-
ferences in effects of trapping are not so significant between 2D and 3D simulations (Furumura & Ken-
nett, 2005; Garth & Rietbrock, 2014a; Takemura et al., 2015). Therefore, our 2D slab model can represent
the general feature of intraslab scatterers within the updip dimension. Still, without comprehensive 3D
simulations, we cannot fully understand the character of intraslab scatterers, such as the presence of strong
azimuthal-dependent scatterers (Furumura & Kennett, 2021). Note that the frequency contents of our inter-
erferometric observations are narrow-banded due to the small magnitudes of deep earthquakes. Nonetheless,
increasing the small-scale intraslab heterogeneity level raises the high-frequency strain waveform complex-
ity. For simultaneously fitting the six inter-source interferometric observations which all present distinct
signals, the intraslab scattering level (ε) is preferred to be less than 1.0%. To further reinforce our argument,
we investigate the potential influence of MOW geometry as defined by different slab thermal structures.
Two cases are examined here: one with slightly thinner MOW produces reasonable overall waveform fits
without scatterers, while the other case with thicker MOW presents similar waveform fit at 0.2–2 Hz but
poorly fits the 0.2–5 Hz observations without scatterers (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). Similar
to Figure 3d, the cross-correlation coefficients for both scenarios slightly drop at 0.2–2 Hz but dramatically
decrease with the heterogeneity level at 0.2–5 Hz, confirming the robustness of the previously proposed
MOW model by SZ20 and a weakly scattering slab in the MTZ (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1).
On the other hand, previous studies have suggested a laminar intraslab heterogeneity with strong scat-
tering (ε = 2.5%) at intermediate depth range for the Japan subduction zone by fitting long-duration coda
(Furumura & Kennett, 2005; Garth & Rietbrock, 2014b). Our reduced intraslab heterogeneity model also
reproduces the coda features observed near the trench (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). In fact,
the coda characteristics are predominated by the low-velocity MOW and shallower scattering (Furumura
et al., 2016). Therefore, we propose that the elongated intraslab heterogeneity decreases from 2.5% to <1.0%
in the MTZ beneath the Japan Sea (Figure 4).

5.2. Interpretation for the Origin of Intraslab Scatterers
At face value, the reduced heterogeneity level at depth (i.e., decreased seismic visibility) may appear chal-
 lenging to interpret. However, as discussed above, there is strong evidence for the presence of a MOW at
these depths and observations of stronger scattering at shallower depths. Thus, we have a depth trend for
which we can attempt to understand. That is, there is a decreasing trend in seismic scatterers with increas-
ing depth to the MTZ, and this trend is resolved for the lithospheric section (core) of the slab. The presence
of low-velocity anomalies in the crustal portion of the slab (e.g., hydrous phases) always generates positive
polarities of interferometric waveforms at 0.2–2 Hz, contradicting our observed negative polarities (Figure
S8 in Supporting Information S1). This reinforces that our observations are dominated by the seismic struc-
tures in the slab core and have little sensitivity to the slab crust. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility
of slab crustal complexity.
5.2.1. Melt Bands

It has been suggested that the presence of preserved (and potentially re-activated) melt-bands could explain the strong $P$ wave coda at intermediate depths (Furumura & Kennett, 2008; Sun et al., 2014). To explain the current set of observations here, one would infer that these preserved melt bands would become seismically invisible in the MTZ. Although this is a reasonable hypothesis, the existence and preservation of such melt-rich bands or channels at the kilometer scale along subducting slabs require corroborating observations, such as observations at shallower depths and co-located strong intraslab anisotropy, as the petrological evidence of melt band lamination have only been derived from experimental and modeling work and are mostly at the micrometer scale (Katz et al., 2006).

5.2.2. Hydrated Faults

At the Japan trench, plate bending stress creates pervasive fractures and faults extending to the oceanic lithosphere (Fujie et al., 2016, 2018; Obana et al., 2019), promoting water penetration in the deeper slab and mantle serpentinization prior to subduction (Faccenda et al., 2009; Iyer et al., 2012). The intraslab seismic scatterers at intermediate depths along this slab (Furumura & Kennett, 2005) could therefore be explained by the short-scale serpentinized faults (Garth & Rietbrock, 2014b). As the slab subducts, the elevated pressure and temperature lead to a series of breakdown reactions of hydrous minerals, expelling aqueous fluid to refertilize the mantle wedge (van Keken et al., 2011). The water released from serpentinite breakdown can progressively percolate upward along an intraslab layer characterized by the tectonic stress gradient (Faccenda et al., 2012). For cold slabs like the Japan subduction zone, the serpentinites could transform to hydrous dense magnesium silicates (HDMS) below the subarc depth (Chen et al., 2019; Faccenda, 2014). Given the existence of a MOW (Shen & Zhan, 2020) which requires an extremely dry slab core (<75 wt ppm; Du Frane et al., 2013; Kawakatsu & Yoshioka, 2011) and the lack of intraslab $P$ wave coda in the MTZ (this study), the dehydration process of the slab core is almost complete by 410 km. This would imply that HDMS such as clinohumite could possibly transport "water" into MTZ only along the slab top (Stalder & Ulmer, 2001). As mentioned above, we cannot rule out the presence of a hydrous-rich slab crust. Rather our observations shed light on the dehydration process of slab cores that could lead to (re-)hydration of the slab crust and formation of dense oxyhydroxide phases (e.g., Buchen et al., 2021; Karato, 2006; Ohira et al., 2019; Ohtani, 2020).

Figure 4. Cartoon of intraslab heterogeneity level with depth beneath the Japan Sea. The strong scattering of 2.5% at intermediate depth and the MOW are suggested by Furumura and Kennett (2005) and SZ20, respectively. If a MOW is only stabilized by an anhydrous phase assemblage (Du Frane et al., 2013), then the decrease of scattering strength toward greater depth (this study) in combination with the above-mentioned constraints indicates that we are capturing processes associated with slab dehydration.
6. Conclusion

In this study, we applied inter-source interferometry method to constrain the small-scale intraslab scatterers below 410 km beneath the Japan Sea. By conducting numerical simulations for various intraslab heterogeneity scenarios, we validated the robustness of previously proposed MOW model by Shen and Zhan (2020) and found that strong scattering models tend to complicate the high-frequency waveforms, leading to a worse fit to the interferometric observations. We quantified the intraslab heterogeneity level to be less than 1.0% below 410 km. Combining with previous observations of strong scattering (~2.5%) at intermediate depths, we conclude that the intraslab heterogeneity weakens as the slab subducts. Given the pervasive faults extending to the oceanic lithosphere at the Japan trench and the existence of a MOW in the MTZ, we suggest that the small-scale scatterers are caused by hydration processes in the outer rise. The observed weakening of scattering strength reveals that the dehydration process of the slab core must be complete by 410 km and could possibly lead to (re-)hydration of the slab crust and formation of dense oxyhydroxide phases.
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